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Sentence Learning and Remembering

On a wide range of verbal tasks--including word lists (Hyde & Jenkins,
1949), sentences defining unfamiliar words (Anderson & Kulhavy, 1972),

and prose passages (Schallert, 1976)--performance is strongly facilitated
by diverse procedures that would appear to have in common only that sub-,
jects are caused to give meaningful representations to the words.

This

has c9rme to be known as the depth-of-processing effect (Craik & Lockhart,
1972).

One study from the genre will be detailed since it involved the

,

same paradigm as the present research.
(1971) prepared sentence

Anderson, Goldberg, and Hidde

such that in each the last word was semantically

determined by the rest o J the sentence, for instance, Elevators stop at
every floor.

Subjects who filled blanks in place of the last words of

sentences they read aloud learned significantly more than subjects who read
aloud whole sentences.

The explanation for this result is that ,completing

a sentence forces a person to meaningfully process the otiler words whereas
a person can "read"--that is, decode into speech--a whole sentence without
.comprehendiiig it.

The investigators said (p. 396), "Consider the incomplete

statement, Elevators stop at every

.

To complete the sentence with

the word floor requires a person to bring to mind, in however fleeting a
Simply

_form, a meaningful representation of the rest Of the sentence.

translating the printed words into speech will not suffice, because the
mere sound of the other wotds dannot evoke\floor.

Floor is semantically
- ,

rather tlien acoustically related to.the rest of the sentence." ,
s'

i

The idea of d4rth-of processing now enjoys wide currency in educhtion.
One technique to make more likely "deep" processijig ot text material is to
)

ask the 4tudent thought-provoking questions (Anderson & Biddle,

1975)'.

ng and Remembering
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Research has shown that readers who receive questions that require applying a principle to new examples perform better on a subsequent test than
readers asked otherwise identical questions which require applying the
principle to the examples used as illustrations in the text (Watts &
Anderson, 1971).

Similarly, people asked paraphrased questions remember

more than people given questions that repeat sentences verbatim (Andre
Sola, 1976)." Questions that involve application to new eximples, paraphrase, or inferences that go beyond the text can be argupd to require
deeper processing:

But

unfoPtunately,these sorts of questions are more

difficult than verbatim questions.

There is a lower probability that

students will answer them correctly.

The issue the present research addressed is whether engaging in a
'task that increases the likelihood of meaningful processing will be facil-/

itative when the task also gives rise to frequent err

s.

Pairs of

sentences containing the same subject noun and last word were constructed.
When given a Determined sentence Stem, subjects\consistently supplied the

same last word to complete the sentence. Tor exaniple, all subjects re-The executive sat behind his large

sponded desk tp complete this stem:
oak

.

When presented the companion Undetermined stem; The execu, many different words were sup-

tive went to shop for a new

plied including tie, car, suit, briefcase, and pen.) No one produced desk.
Subjects first supplied a word to complete a sentence and then were
shown the sentence with the word t e.experimenter had Chosen to complete
ence.
AP

They were tolgto r 4 the sentence alou , trying to guess

\ the q6rect word, and then to learn the experimenter

5

/

versiOn of the
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sentence.

Control subjects simply read the sentences.

The sentence

completion task, was expected to improve the learning of Determined sen-

tences, as it had in the previous studies, sinde meaningful processing
is assured.

However, when the sentences were Undetermined, the sentence

completion task was expected to disrupt learning.

Subjects will almost.

11,

never complete these sentences with the word intended by the experimenter..
The wrong answers should interfere with learning the correct vefsions.

a.

Experiment I

Method
.

Subjects. Ninety-six undergraduate,students enrolled n an intro-

duct6ry educational psychology course participated in this study to fulfill part of the course requjirements.

The subjects were randomly assigned

to experimental conditions at the time of testing, with the restriction
'that all cells of the design included the same number of subjects before
another subject was added to any cell.
DesiEEL. The two main factors,in the experiment were experimental
task and list type.

Experimental task was definecypy two levels:

In

the Reading-Only condition subjects saw the completed sentence and read
it aloud, and in the Sentence Completion condition they sal., the sentence

with a blank in place of the last word and supplied a word to complete
the sentence. List type had three levels--Determined, Undetermined, and
Mixed.

The,Determined lists were made of sentences that were constri)ted

so all subjects would report the same last word to complete the sentence,
,

whiie sentences on the Undet'ermined list prompted a variety of final words.
The Mixed lists included both t);pes Of sentorIces.

Sentence Learning and Remembering
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Each subject studied two lists.

The ord r of lists was counter--

;

balanced=uiThin each treatment condition. Study of each list was followed
./

by two tegts.

The Forward test presented the subject noun and required the
last word of the sentence, and the Backward test

subject to reply with t1

presented' tbe last word of the senteRce and asked the subject to report.

0

the senience's subject noun.

The order of the two tests was the same

across both lists and wai counterbalanced between subjects.

The Backward

test was included as a'check on the results of the Forward test.

If the

Sentence Completion group scored higher on a Forward tesst than the Reading

Only group, it'might be proposed that the Sentence Completion group bene,

"\.

fited
tas

from an uninteresting form of positive transfer from fhe study
to the test, since the two activities are similar in the Sentence
1.

Comp etion condition.-

If this advantagd were also evident on a Backward

test, the most credible interpretation s

d be that the Sentence Comple-

tion group learned more sentences.
Materials.

The Determined sentences -Vire chosen from sentendds used

in the earlier stud

(Anderso

Goldberg, & Hidde, 1971), .In that study,

undergraduates pres nted with sentences that had a Wank in place Of the
last word were inst ucted to complete the sentence with the word that
"most obvioUsly fit the meaning of the sentence."

A sentenct was consid-

ered Deterilined if 97% - 100% of the norming sample used the same word to
I

complete the

tenCe.
).

For the s udy reported,here, a set of Undertermined sentenceswas
t

created.

These 'sentences used the same

ast word pairs-as

Sentence Learfting and Remembering
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\,

-

the Determined sentences, but each pair was embedded in a piffereAposentence context so the last word could not be predicted from the fir
of ihe sentence.

ari

In mt.: to verify that 'the last word was i,eterminate,

the sentences were given to kifty-one students enrolled in an introductory
educational psychology' class.

Each sentence had a blank in place of the

*

last word, and the students were:instructed to fill in a word that sensibly
completed the sentence.

From among the 63 sentences normed, sentences were

selected according to the criteria that no more than SO% of the northing
w

.

4

sample filled any blank with the same litrd, and that no more than SO% used
The average proporiion

the word the experimenter had chosen as correct.

with which the correct word was supplied was .09 for the ;et of 48 Undetermined sentences used in the experiment.

Below are two more examples of sentence

airs.

The Determined sen,

tence is li$ted first.
The dove is a symbol ,of peace.

The physician noted the time on his Wril"...06Ith.
The physician asked the patient if he had a watch.

The Undetermined Sentences were arranged in two lists of 24 wi h care
to minimize intralict similarity.

Then the Determined sentences w. e

arranged into two parallel lists.

In addition, Mixed lists, eac

4

1V
sisting of'12

etermined and 12 Undetermined sentences, were created.

The order of items in these lists conformed to the order in the other two
"414.

'

lists.

Whether a sentence in the Mixed list Y.Jras Determined or Undetermined

8
im
.

Senlce

Learning and Remembering

was a random event, with the restrictiokthat.12 items of each.type
4
appear4d in each list and that n9 more`than three items of one type ocdurred sequ4niia1ly.

Twb-fbrms 6f-the-Mixed-Lists W;ere

usedTh2.geCond

form was tile complement of the.first( that'ls, the sentences that were
J

.)

Determined in the first form Weretndetermiped in t§e second; and vice
versa.

.

Procedure.

Subjects imthe'Sentence Completion condition saw a

sentence typed on an index card with the subject

blaiff place of the last word.
secon

n underllned and a

This sentence was presented f9r four

hile ttle subject read the sentence 4oud and tried to guess
T

t.

the word the experimenter had chosen to complete thesentence.

Then-the

completed senten7 was presented for two Seconds apd subjects read the
Correct last word aloud.

The presentation of the sentences was paced by
if

bd'eps from a tape recprder.

Each sub:lect completed. Wopractic e items

before studying the first list.

Afteriall the sentences in
-the subject completed the 'twktests.

first list' had.been presented Once,

For the Forward test, he was given

a stack of index cards with the subject nou,irfrom one'sentence typed on
each card.

The "subject read the word a]4id apd then reported the last

word of that sentence.

Each subject coul 'Spend as much time on any item
.

as he chose, however, he could not retulm to anyslitem once he had passed
it.

For the Backward test, the set,of indEx cards presented the last

Nord of the sentence and the,subject ,was to report thesubjeCt noun of

the sentere.

This test was also self-paced.

9

.
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Subjects in the Reading Only group saw each sent nce for six seconds
yso the study .time for the two.treatment groups,would

this interval, ubjects read the se

e equal. 'During

enCe aloud once.

After six seconds,

signaled by a beep from a tape recorder, the experimenter turned to the

.

next index card.
1

'Atter the firstlist had been presented, the subiect completed-to
1-\

tests, and then continued with the second list and the tests.

Tile

MI

order

of the two lists was counterbalanced.across subjects and within experimental conditions, and the order of items within each)list was constant
k,

for all subjects.

The order of the two tests was ce4nterbalanced across

subjects ,and within eac

1.

experimental treatment.

The o

r of items -

-

within eachIest w

const4nt

fcirr

The first 12 test items

all subjects:

.

were ara

rangement of the fast half of the list, and the second..

12 items were a random arrangement of the second half of the list.
This pvocedure minimizes effects of short-term memory on recall perfor..

mance (Nelson,-1970).

Results and D!scw7sion,

The Aata from Experiment 1 were analyzed usinga2X3X2X2 analysis of variance.

Experimental,task (Sentence Completion versus Reading
d

Only),and list type (Determined, Undetermined, and Mixed) were betweensubjects factors, While. list:position (first list versus second list) and
f

.74

test (Forward versus BaCkward) were within-subjects fl' ors.
The analysis identified a significant main effect for list position,
F (1,72)- = 15.35, E. < .01, and a significant Experimental Task X List

,

.

.

.

Sentence Learning and Remembering

Position interaction, F (1,7 ) = 121.87,
\pictured in Figure 1:

k<

.01.

This interaction is

Subjects in the Sentence Completion group re.

balled more sentegeaS than'ssubjects in the Reading-Only group oh. the
-

first list, but this difference did not appear on the second list.

Insert Figure 1 about here

The signifikant effect of the list position factOr indicates that
practice on the first list influences performance on the secOnd list.

After completing the study and test tAals for the fiht list, the subject
has some information about-the effectiveness of his processing activities
and may modify these próCedureS before studyipg the second list.
Because of the,interiction of task and liSt position, performance on
the first list is examined in detail.
in Table 1.

Recall

There was a significant main effec

ortio3s are presented '

or experimental task,

r.

F (1,72) = 19.95, p <.01, hut the main effect for list type and the
Experimental Task

List Type interaction were not tigiificant. 'This
. .

means that the Sente ce Completi n task facilitates sentence 14rning, and
this facilitatio

occu

eegard ess of the'match betwIten the-qprd supplied

a.

4
.py the subject a d thdrword des

ated:by the experimenter*
k--z-

Insert Table:1 about here

Performance on the Forward test
was consistently higher than Rerfor.

mance on tA Backward test, F (1,12) = 18.84, p. < .01:
was notta trace of an interaction between test and task..

However, there
The lack of an

interaction-argues against the interpretation that the Sentence Completion
0'

4t) ce

earning and Remembering
v
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group scored higher than the Reading Only group on the Forward test be-

5

cause.there is a closer match between the study conditions and the test
cond'tions for this group.

the San e

Since performance on the Backward test

-Completion group also surpasses the Reading Only grOup'

performance, it_seems teit performance does measure differences ion amoutt
learned rather than transfer between the two'tasks.

Experiment,1 confirMt the previous finding that the sentence completion task facilitates learning, presumably because the
The unanticipated--indeed,

fur processing more likely.

sk makes meaninge

ould say.
C

com

shocking--finding was that the ivnefits of the sent
e Undetermined sentences.

extend evellho
.

etion task

How cou d this be whens b-

jects are a1t never able to complete any of these sentencesieth the
correct word?

Experiment 7The unexpected results of Experiment I prompted a re-examination of
the sentence completion'task.

This task den be analyzed using conceptS
Subjects who received Undetermined

romiresearch with paired-asso'ciates.

vr
.

.

sentences are presented with a sentence stem, A, arid supply'a word.to
complei

the sentence, B.

Then they are shown the same stem, 'A, frith the

experimenter:os word, C, completing the sentence.

task can be represented as A-B, A-C.

Thus, the experimental

In contrast, the experimental task

for those who got the Determined sentences can be represented as A-C, A-C,
.

.

I

.

sIn ce the sent'ences are constructed so the words supplied by the'auji
.

a

.
,_)bec

,

match those choSen by the experimenter.

The unconfirmed predictiqp 'that-,
u,..

2

.

,
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the Undetermined sentenee,group would learn fewer sentences than the
Determined saltence group was esheAtially a prediction of.negetive transfer
from A-B to A-,C,

We recognize, of course, that the sentence completidn task is only a
rough analogue of the paired associate task.

One difference 4 that in the
eor

former task the "pairs" from the two "liits" are interleaved.

Nonetheless,

we have preViously found the analogy fruitful (Anderson 6 Myrow, 1971;
Kulikivy & Anderso9, 1972), so we Were not easily dissuaded on the grounds
, that the correspondence hetween the two tasks is less.than perfect.
-

How could the failure to find negative.transfer be explained within

the framework of interference theory? -Aplausible answer is that it was
easy for a subject to differentiate between his word and the correct word..

He produces his word and, in contrast to the correct word, it never
appears in

rint.

Good response differentiation could explain why there

was no negative transfer.

The words the subject produces himself are still a potential source
of interference, however, which might manifest itself under some condi*

dons.

One such condition is delayed retention.

Since both the Deter-

mibed and the Undetermined sentence groupa-;iiiielearn the experimenter's
sentence, the task for the foliar group is A-C, A-C, recall A-C and the
task for the Latter group is A-B, A-C, recall A-C.

This arrangement cor-

responds tip the classic proactive inhibition paradign.

Recall performance

in the Undetermined condition should suffer from interference from A-B.

Proactive ini&rference effects increase with the length of the interval
between learning A-C and recalling A-C.

13

14i can be argued that these

;

Senten-c\e
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effects were not apparentontne immediate.recall test used in Experiment 1 because of the very short interval.

EXperiment 2 tested the

hypothesis that the Undertermined group would score lower on a delayed
retention test that the DeterMined group because of interference from the
words the sUbjetts supplied during the study trial.

The specific reason

for interferenee,after a delay should be response competition, caused by
loss of differentiability of the subject's *lords and the correct words.

Method
;

s

Forty-four undergraduate students enrolled in an

SUbjdcts.

introductory educational psYchology couiie participated in this study
to fitful Part of the course requirements.

Two other Students were

c7
Y-

eliminated from the sample because they AA not return for the retention'
-

test, and three others were eliminated because they did not foilow the
111

directions.

Subjects wer8 randomly Assigned todexperimental treatments

when they arrived for the experiment.
Design.

The study used a 2 X 2 analysispf.variance design with

factors of experimental task and sentence type.

ill

As in Experiment 1,

there. were Sentence Completion and Reading Only groups.

sentence type included two levels:
mined Sentences.
rials.

The factor of

Determined Sentences)And Underter-

16

From the 48 Undetermined sentences used in Experiment 1,

30 were selected to minimize similarities Among subject noun-last word
pairs.

(For example, one sentence used Ahe word child as the subject,

and another used children

as the subject, so one of these was eliminated.)

For the Undetermined sentences selected, the average proportion pf norming

1 et

Sentence Learning and Remembering
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group subjects who supplied lhe experimenter's word to caigete the sentence was .05.

The set of,eDetermined sentences consisted of the same

/

subject noun-last word Oars, but

used a,different context so the last

)4

word was consistentlyfiredictable from the sentencegem.
For the immediate and the delayed recall tests,-the subiect noun
from each sentence was presented on a sepaiate index card and subjects

0
were instructed to report the last word of the corresponaftg sentence.
Since the Determined and the Undetermined sentences were'constructed
et-

from the saMe set of subject noun-last word pairs, the tett items,were

identical:for all.groups andthe response scored as correct for each
subject noun was the same'for all groups.

The order of test items was

random, with the restriition on the immediate test that the ffrst half
of the test included only items*from tlib first half of the study list. *

For the delayed recognition test, the subject noun of a sentence
was presented on an index card along with Ihree alternative responses.

'

A

The alternatilcs included (a) the correct response, (b) a correct response to another item, (c) the most frequently tiported incorrect
response for the Undetermined form of the sentence, and (d) the most
frequently reported incorrect response for the Undetermined form of
another randomly chosen sentence.

A unique form of the delayed recog-

nition test was created for each subject who received Undetermined sentences and the sentence completion task.

Alternative (c) waseeplaced

with the word the subject had reported during the study interval for
0

the corresponding item.

This procedure was necessary since inter-

ference effects are not evident on a recognition test un1ei3s the

15
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particular competing responses are amOng the alternatives (Anderson &
The alternatives were arranged in a random order far

Watts, 1972).
each test item.

The order of items within the test Fas identical for-

all subjects.
Procedure.

Eachosubjelip comp1dted two practice items before
A

studying the set of 30 sentenced.

The sentences were presented.one

it a time in the window of a rimmory drum.

Subjects in the Readini-Only-

A

groups saw the entire sentence for eight seconds, while subjects

dr

the Sentence Completios grOup saw the sentencd with a blank in place
of.the last word for four seconds and therithe completed sentence for

S.

,

"four seconds..
In the

etion groups, subjects read the entire en
s-

d,

wee sflim aloud and il

to guess the word the experimenter had chosen

to complete the senence.

Thb experimenter recorded the subject's re-

LA

sponse.

After four seconait, the completed sentence was presented for

another four seconds, and the subject read the entire sentence aloud.
In the Reading Only groups, the entire sentence appeared in the
window of the memory drum for eig t seconds and each subject read.it
aloud during this interval.

After the sentences had been presented, the subject completed the

immediate reall test.

When finished, subjects were asked to return at

the same time'a week later for anbtheic experiment.

if the experiment would cover the same matdrial.
procedui.es would be similar but not identical.

16

-

Some subjects asked
They were told the

The night before the

Sentence teaming and Remembering
-
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delayed tests, each subject was calleA to remind him of his'appa-intment.

Results and Discussion
Immediate Recall.

A 2 X 2 analysis of-variance of iiiiediafèsrecall

scores identified a sipificant main effect for experimental ta
< .01,-but no .effect for sentence type

a½çi

no signiffkant inter-.

I

action.

Thus, the resulta

The mean proportions are presented in Tab d

on the immediate recall test replicate the finai

F (1,40)=.

s of Experiment 1.

.

When subjeCts supply a word to complete'a sentence,

learnidAs facil-

itated,,regardless of the match befireen the subject',, word and.the experi.

Inenter's word.

The absence of an effect for sentence type suggests that

both lists were equally learnable.

Insert Table 2 about here

Subjects in the Undetermined Sentence Complelion group were expected
to complete the sentences with words other than those chosen by the
experimenter.

This did not occur for each item, however.

jects did not report any word during the study trial.
tion, T, of cases in which this happened was .15.
jrct gave the correct word (-15- = .09).

I

Sometimes sub-

The mean propor-

Occasionally the sub-

Competition would be possible

only on those items where the subjects reported en incorrect word during
the study trial.

Subjects in the Determined Sentence Completion group

were expected to fill the blank with the word chosen by the experimenter,
but occassionally they'suggested a different word during the study trial
(17 = .02).

17
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For or Undetermined Sentence Comp/VA group, the condition*
probabilit54of reporting g correct'response, R2, on the immediate test,
given that a wrong

lsponse, W1 was reported during study wascomputed,

P.(R21W1). Tbis was compared with thigkdonditional prObability of report-

ing a corredt answer on the'immediate test given that the correct word wall

reported during the study trial, P (R2FR1), for the Determined Sentence
Completion group.

If supplying different words results in negative transfer

to the task of'learning ihe eXperimenteris sentence, the Undetermined SontilmaCompletion group shoUld recall. fewerOf.thi,items 'that fit the interference paradigm than subjecte:in the Determined Sentence Completion Group.
1

-

In'Apct P (R21W1) was .85

and

P'(R21R1) was .85, so there wasactually a
"

-slight trend in the direction oA pOkitive transfer:-

.

ciDelayed Recall. The 'analysis of variance f r this set of scores also

shows a significant lain effect for the experimental task F (1,40) = 13.18,
]

<

.01, but no signifietnt effect for senUence type or the,interaction.

The task requirim subjects to comprehend the'sentence results in higher
retention test scores than the Reading Only control group after a one week
retention interval.

41:

The most sensitive test for proactive inhibition includes just those

cases in which the specific conditions required for inteqerence are
present.

Within'the Undeterdined Sentence Completion group, the condi,

tional.probability of correct recall on thesdelayed t-.
4Rt

3, given that

a wrong response was supplied dnring the study trial and thdk,coirect re.

sponse was given on the immediate recall test was computed for each subject.
1

.This conditional probability, P (R3)W1R2), reflects just the set of

18
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circumstances that d

ime proactive inhibitioi.

The, sujçt reports A-B

during the study tr

1 and had learned A-C as evidenced

oa the immediate

.

his performanCer

If the subject did not correctly, ansWer the item.
A

,L

on the immediatetest, or if he matched the experimenter's word during the
,

,

study trial, the specific condons for proactive inhibition were not Met.
_

For the Determ

.

ed Sentence Completion grol, the conditional probability
-----

1

of correct del1yed recall, given that the correct respons4'was rreported

during the stlpy trial and a Correct response 1ms given on the immediate

)test was com"Ited for each subject.

Thisimlue, P (R3411R2), repriesents
.

,

the conditioas where no proactive inhibitions is expected:and serOes*.
41

a standard of'comparison for the performance of, the Undetermined Sentence
Completion group.
a
If the words the subject supplied dufi4g the study trial serve as a
source of interference fo k. latef recall of the correct response, then

P (R31W1R2) < P (R31111R2)1- This prediction was confirmed.

The values

computed/in the manner just explained weke .44 fop the UndeterMined Sentence Completion group-and .58 for the Determined Sentence'Completion
Group, which is a significant.difference, t (20) = 1.77, 'L.< .05.

To further document the effect of interference from rords reported,

during the study trial, the errors on the retention test were itemized.
4

4

Of the overt efrors, 29% were words supplied during the study interval.
This averaged to 1.45 obviously interfering items per subject.
ela ed Reco

pres

ition.

On the delayed recognition test, subjects were
41b

ed with the subject noun of a-sentence plus three distractors.

19
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One of the distractors for subpcts in the Undetermined Sentence:1
Completibn group was ihe speqific Word thef had supplid to. complete
47

.

.

the sentence during the studx trial.

0.

,

For ihe Determined Sentence

group, this distractor was the word mot frequentiy supplied to.the
parallel Undetermined sentence.

The analysie of vari ce for these

1

sces
or shbws no significant main eifects, but the int' a9tion of"*
experimental task and sentence-typek was significint

t

F (l1-40)y= 6.32,

'

< 05.

efurther compaiison showed, as predicted

than

ntencjIy.omplet

poorer performance in the
fr

ificantl

p,'t (2Q)..= 2.80,

in;the Determined'

< .05.

ition were'compared for the

Condltional

ined Sentence Completion

in the Und

partidUiar interfer

t

x

*items in the Determined

Group and therparticularlIon=interfer
0

Sehtence-Completion

up.

done witb delayed reaall.

.

This analysis wss.identical to the one
The Determined Sentence Group recognized

a larger proportion of the items (

.92) than the Undetermined

Sentence,Group (yr= .85), and this difference was statistically
4

significant with t (20) = 1.78, 2.< .05.

An analysis of errors

indicated that 93% '!nade by Undetermined Sentence group were choices

of the worde reported during the study trial, A fact very consistent

A.
with the response competition interpretation.

General Discussion
Bbth experiments demonstrated that sIhen subjects provide the

lalt word to codplete each of a series Of sentences, they learn more

'e

20
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than subjicts who simply read whole sentences.

This facilitation

occurs regardless of.the match between the terms supplied by the
ject.and the ones designated bs cOrrect by the experimenter.

In othdg

'wOrds, neither experiment gave evidence of-negati4e transfer in the
-condition in
'

hich-the correct last word could not be predicted and

subjects were almqpt'always wrOng.

However, pxperimipt 2 showed-tbat

errors during acquisitions have disruptikm consequences for:retention
..12gier one week. °Proactive intdrference from the non-matching wordb.

supplied'during tè study trial affected both delayed recall and
delayed recognitioitn the Undetermined Sentence Completion group.
The results of the two experiments parallel findings from research with paired associates.
.

The task.of the Undetermined Sen-

Ok

tence group can be represented as A-Bi A-C, recall A-C, while the.
task of the D
as A-C, A-C,

ned Sentence Completion
l'A-C.

The

can be represented

ontrast between these tgo groups re-

sembiop .t.iF.pradigm for deostrating proactive inhibition in a

list experiment, in which r4sponses learned op the first list compete
with recall oferesponses learned on the second list%

This model

from paired-associate research accurately predicted relative performance on the delayed ronention tests.

On the delayed recall teet one week after learning, even the
Undetermined Sentence Completion group recalled more than its Reading
Only control.

It is tempting to conclude that the advantage to be

gained from tasks requiring the subject to construct meaningful

2 1

re`

3
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representations for verbal material outweighs any performance decre-- *
ments due to interference arising from errors during learning, but

we shrink from,pushing thisiMplication'until,studies are completed

using a wide v riety of materiliand'A number of different retention
intervals.

fThe task used'in these studies re eMbles the instructional situa4

.tion in which a student is preiented Oth a ition and answers it
,

fincorreetlY.

Results here suggest' hat if t

vided with feedback he will be ab

student is then pro:-

to, learn fe answer, but both

the student's wrong answer and the correct answer will compete on a
retention test.

One,way to avoid or minigize this interference would

to prevent errors/gy carefully structuring the questio s within a
precise instrudiional sequence.

Another ipy to m

imize-I
interference

effects would be to providefdrthei practie wi.i the question and the
correct response any time the student answers a question incorrectly.
The pistar Reading Program includes such an error correction procedure.
When a child or group of children respond incorrectly to a question,
the teacher is instructed to give the correckresvonse and tilen to
repeat the question
(1976) showed that

d have the students supply the answer.

Siegel

achers who consistently used this sequence had

classes who scored higher on unit achievement tests than teachers who
did not consistently use this correction paradigm.

In addition: when

the less effective teachers were trained in the use of the correction
sequence,.their classes subsequently scored higher on an achievement
test than classes of matched, untrained teachers.
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..Table 110-

Mean Proportions Recalled otaie First Test_
se

as a Function,Oli,ist Type and Experimental Task
@

List Type

-Experimental Task

Determined

Undetermined

Mixed

414,

Sentence .Completi

.77

.78

Reading Only

.69

.66

.

4:

-st4

25

:A.
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ering
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Table 2,

Mean Proportion Correct on Each-Teit in Experiment 2

Experimental
Task

Sentence
Type

OMpediate
ecail

Delayed
Recall

Determined

.84

.50

Undetermine4

.83

Determined

.69

.26

Undetermined

.65

.28

Delayed
-

Recognion

.88

Sentence

Completion

0

.

. 6

Reading
Only

r

er
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Figure Caption

Figure 1.

Mean proPortion correct as a function of task and list.
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